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Horizons is a program designed for ambitious students who want to launch a successful career in the world of technology. 
Our courses are built for the next generation of engineers, designers, product managers, marketers, and entrepreneurs - the 
future leaders in technology.

We live in an era in which tech and software continue to eat the world. Learning to code has been and will continue to be 
one of the most valuable skills of the 21st century. From the largest financial institutions to remote villages in Africa, even 
the most arcane parts of society are being disrupted by technology. More than ever, Marc Andreessen’s prophecy that 
“software is eating the world” is coming to life. Learning to code gives you the strikingly unique ability to innovate in ways 
that were previously impossible. Ultimately, our goal at Horizons is to provide our students with skills, perspective, and a 
network. In order to do so, our class is divided into a few core components: 

Learn to code
Learn how to build website, mobile and desktop applications in an intensive full-stack curriculum. Our curriculum has been 
built by engineers at leading technology companies.

Build your own startup idea or strengthen your technical portfolio
Put your skills to the test and work on real-world projects in small groups. You’ll be exposed to problems that you can only 
deal with by building deeply technical projects over sustained periods of time. Many of these projects start as or become 
startups students pursue after the program. 

Learn from world class speakers
We broaden students’ perspective and knowledge by bringing in successful entrepreneurs, engineers, and investors. Students 
will learn about new industries, building companies and various career paths.

Become part of an amazing community
Meet bright, ambitious students (like yourself) from around the world. We expect true friendships to be made and 
co-founders to be found among our truly one of a kind community.

We ultimately see Horizons as much more than a program to learn how to code. We are creating a powerful and promising 
community of young talent in the world and giving them all of the advantages they need to successfully launch their careers 
in tech.

Letter from Founders
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UNIT 1
Javascript Fundamentals
Object Oriented JS
Data Structures
Github & Source Control
Developer Tools
Common JS Libraries

UNIT 2
HTML / CSS 
JQuery & AJAX
Event-Driven Programming
Using APIs 
Front End Engineering Projects

UNIT 3
Node.js
MVC 
Express.js  
Templating 
Building APIs
NoSQL Databases Intro

UNIT 4
Web Security 
Databases II & Schema Design
Deployment 

UNIT 5
React.js 
Front-end frameworks
Promises and Async JS Deepdive 
Mobile Apps with React Native

UNIT 6
Team Project #1: (Backend Focus) Machine 
Learning based Slack Bot 
Team Project #2: (Frontend Focus): Desktop, 
real-time collaborative text editor

UNIT 7
Team Project - Putting it all to practice.Build 
your startup idea or take on contract work 
from local startups. Build a web, mobile or 
desktop app

UNIT 8
CS & Algorithm Deep dives 
Advanced Concepts 
Interview Prep
Lightning Talk Modules

Syllabus

A high-touch, high-focus, collaborative and fun environment
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15:1

Student to Teacher 

Ratio

600+

Hours of Code

~15

World Class Speakers

100+

Accessible Mentors

40+

Lifelong Friends

3

Portfolio Projects

Horizons By the Numbers

A high-touch, high-focus, collaborative and fun environment
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Class Schedule

Javascript Fundamentals

Frontend Web Development

Backend Web Development 

Web Security

Databases, Scaling, Performance

React + React Native

Each day will feature a new mini-project. In the first 6 
weeks you’ll be build:

● Trello clone (front end only)
● Yelp clone 
● Kickstarter clone
● Simple ecommerce store
● Facebook chat
● Double Message: a shared inbox for email and 

text 
● Yo: the mobile app

Core Curriculum Phase (Week 1-7)*

Build your own startup idea and technical portfolio
Students form teams and either work on their own startup idea. We’ve seen some awesome 
products built in this stage, and some have become companies that students continue to work 
on after the program is over.

Learn how to prepare for tech interviews
For those interested in the software engineering job search, you’ll balance your time working on 
your projects with our interview prep material so you can learn more about the engineering job 
search. There will be resume reviews, mock interviews, lectures, and plenty of practice 
problems. 

Project Phase: Capstone Technical Projects (Weeks 8-12)*

Interview Prep (optional)

Core curriculum followed by in-depth technical projects

* Note the Semester Programs will run for 14 weeks and feature an extra week of curriculum learning 
SQL and an extra week of final projects
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9-11am: Morning Lessons & 
Interactive Coding

11-12pm: Start Pair 
Programming

12-1pm: Lunch

1-6pm: Pair Programming 7pm - 9pm: Music + Code 
(Optional)

Sample Day - Core Curriculum

Learn Apply Review & Relax

80% of the day coding, 100% of the day learning
The best way to learn how to code is to code a lot. The day begins with an introduction of new concepts and their 
practical use cases. You will spend the rest of the day working on specific, tangible projects intended to crystallize your 
understanding of these new concepts. Ultimately, you will fully get it. Inside and out. We won’t stop until you do. Refer 
back to the previous page for list of some of the things you’ll build in the Core Curriculum phase of the program.

Leap over hurdles, reach new horizons 
At every point, there will be instructors and TAs pushing you to overcome the small humps. Our number one focus at 
Horizons is collaboration. You don’t need to be afraid to ask for help. Everyone is here to learn and help one another 
succeed. 

Our approach of small, continuous, supportive nudges will help you become a strong independent coder and make 
significant leaps in your learning. You can’t get that sitting at home alone in front of your computer. 

You’ll spend the majority of your day actually writing code
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Optimizely Tag Manager

Optimizely is an experience optimization platform enabling A/B and multivariate testing for users to 
enhance their websites & mobile apps. Optimizely has raised >$146 million to date. Horizonites built 
an Optimizely app that gives any Optimizely customer an out-of-the-box tag manager.

Cortex Game

Cortex Game is a modern take on dual n-back, a scientifically-supported method for exercising 
working memory and increasing fluid-intelligence (IQ). The game was built on the React.js 
framework using FlexBox CSS styling.

Project Phase - Past Projects
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Clinky

Clinky is a mobile app that Horizons was contracted to build that allows users to see nightlife activities in 
their area real-time. Open Clinky and see an Uber-like map interface that shows all the trending events 
around you. See where your friends are going. You can also check-in and review a venue to unlock special 
deals/offers. Clinky was built using React Native on a Node.js server

Project Phase - Past Projects
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Team 10 Social Media Dashboard

Jake Paul (popular social media icon and Vine star with over 1 billion views) asked Horizons to help him build a dashboard to 
track relevant metrics across social media platforms. Jake has created his own “social media label” and has a group of influencers 
(Team 10) on board.

The Team 10 dashboard allows Jake to monitor the progress of his teammates by viewing likes, views, shares and retweets. Jake 
can also set triggers to remind members of Team 10 to update certain social media platforms if engagement starts to trend 
downward.

The application was built using Node.js, Express.js, MongoDB and the following APIs: Facebook API, Twitter API, Vine API, 
YouTube API, Instagram API

Project Phase - Past Projects
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Project Phase - Past Projects

Other projects include:

● Machine learning based Slack bots

● Software that allows you to move a mouse with your eyes.

● Airbnb for storage 

If you’re interested in seeing more projects, click here.
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We don’t just teach students how to 

build, we fundamentally shift the way 

they think and what they believe is 

possible.
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We broadens students’ perspectives and knowledge by bringing in successful entrepreneurs, engineers, operators and 
investors as part of our tech speaker series. The learning experience goes beyond simply coding in the classroom. Students 
gain valuable insights into the latest industry trends, learn about careers paths, and hear the stories of successful 
technologists. Below are just some of our speakers from former classes! You will have 15+ speakers during your 
Horizons experience!

Christina Saas
Andela | CEO
41m raised

Fred Ersham
Coinbase | CEO
106m raised, 5OOm val. 

Bing Chen
Youtube Exec, Victorious
50m raised

Laks Srini
Zenefits | CTO
Fastest growing Saas 
Company, 2+bn val.

Michael Dearring
Early Investor in Twitter, 
Heroku, Admob & more

Punit Soni
ex-Head of Product Flipkart
Motorola-Google

Moirey Uretsky
Digital Ocean | Founder
700+m val.

Mike Maples 
Early investor: Twitter, 
Twitch.tv, Bazaarvoice & 
more

Tech Speaker Series

Transform your thinking, hear from the best

Payal Kadakia
Executive Chairman at ClassPass
$154m raised
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Our Network

We have invested in over 50 companies to date
We have made over 50 investments in companies directly over the last 2 years, providing direct 
access to founders of several companies. Many of our students from already work at companies 
that we have invested in.

We are well on track to 350+ Horizons alumni in 2018
With our students landing opportunities across Tech hubs, our students will have further ins at 
many companies. Horizons students are a very strong community and very eager to help fellow 
peers. Below are just some of the larger companies our students are working / have worked at: 

Gain access to a constantly growing network
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Through angel investments, we have also co-invested with some of the world’s best
In each of these investments, we have co-invested with many of most iconic Venture Capitalists out there, 
further expanding our reach. These relationships provide strong unfair advantages for our students. This 
network includes investors across the East and West Coast. 

Other co-investors include: Ben Horowitz, Peter Thiel, Justin Kan, Garrett Camp, David Bonderman, Keith Rabois, Joe Lonsdale, Mark Pincus, David Karp, Gary 
Vaynerchuk, Mark Cuban, Xavier Niel, Ashton Kutcher, Scott Belsky, Yuri Milner, John and Patrick Collison, Matt Mullenweg, Kevin Colleran, Troy Carter, 
David Tisch, Pete Cashmore, Paul Buchheit, Dennis Crowley, Fabrice Grinda, Tikhon Bernstam (Parse, Scribd), David Marcus (Facebook), Chris Paik (Thrive 
Capital), Brian O'Kelley (AppNexus), Alex Chung (Giphy), Steven Alan, David Zwirner, Ricky Van Veen & Josh Abramson (CollegeHumor, Vimeo), Cory 
Levy, Jean-Baptiste Rudelle (Criteo)

An amazing peer group
Past Horizonites have come from a variety of backgrounds. We’ve welcomed Math Olympiad Winners, Computing Olympiad 
Winners, renowned college entrepreneurs, students with perfect SAT/ACT scores, talented designers, photographers, and more as 
part of our previous batch. Students have come from some of the best schools from around the country. 

Our Network (cont’d)

Gain access to a constantly growing network



Biology Major to Software Engineer

Serry graduated from Wellesley College in 2016 as a biology 
major. She took the Horizons Summer Immersive Program 
- upon completing the course, Serry joined Slack as a 
software engineer. Serry had almost no prior coding 
experience.

Math Major to Freelancer + Software Engineer

Cole is currently studying mathematics and religion at 
Middlebury College. He realized he needed practical 
software training to complement his theory-based 
education, so Cole took Horizons. He went on to work as a 
contract software engineer after the program, and is now 
interning as a Software Engineer at Squarespace.

Making the case for Product Management

Mojia studied Technology, Innovation, Society at 
Wellesley. After her summer at Horizons, she realized her 
passion for building products and working at the 
intersection of business and tech. She product management 
internship offers at places like Redfin and Google.

Winning the world’s Largest Fintech Hackathon

Eagle took Horizons his freshman summer. After Horizons, 
he went on to win the world’s largest fintech hackathon and 
land guaranteed funding for his idea. He is currently 
working on a VR startup.

We’ve helped many students make major career steps

Case Studies



Software Engineering Intern @ Optimizely 

Caitlin (Penn CS) took Horizons her Sophomore 
summer. Prior to Horizons, she had taken several CS 
courses and built a website that amassed 100k+ visitors. 
She will be interning with Optimizely, one of the 
fastest growing SaaS companies (>140m raised to date) 
her junior summer.

Lead Mobile Engineer @ YC Payments Startup

Ying is a CS + Business major at BU. He leveraged his 
Horizons experience to lock down a contract software gig 
after the program ended. He worked with the company 
throughout his senior year and became their Lead Mobile 
Engineer in React Native.

Image Processing Software Engineer @ SRI 

Cristian (Swarthmore CS) leveraged Horizons speaker series 
to build perspective as to the type of problems he wanted to 
solve. He’ll be interning as a software engineer for a startup 
with the Stanford Research Institute his Sophomore 
Summer

Software Engineering Intern @ Pillow

Brendan (Brown CS) has locked down an offer at Pillow 
(formerly AirEnvy). Pillow leverages technology & big data 
to build the worlds #1 hospitality platform for short-term 
rentals. Brendan also received contract software engineering 
experience while at Horizons and continued taking on work 
after the program.  

Complement your coursework with a slew  of modern technologies and skillsets

Case Studies
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95% 

of students agree that Horizons opened career 

opportunities to them that were unavailable 

before



Caitlin Rubin
University of Pennsylvania 2018

Computer Science 

If switching to computer science was the best decision I made in college, taking Horizons was 
probably a close second. To think that three guys could start a company that absolutely changes how 
I think about my future -- it's really an incredible thing.

Sadiki Wiltshire
Princeton University 2018
Physics, East Asian Studies 

Horizons brings together the world’s most promising future leaders and gives them the 
engineering skills, perspective and network they need to accelerate their success. I love this and 
everyone in this community. I have no doubt that many of the next great founders, engineers and 
world leaders will come out of this program.

Lizzie Halper
Washington University in St. Louis 2019

Applied Mathematics and Economics

I learned more in the first week of Horizons than an entire semester in an introductory comp sci 
course. Horizons gave me the skills to build whatever I want, and truly altered my career path. It 
was the most productive 12 weeks of my life. 

Student Testimonials



Francisco Flores
Colgate 2017

Computer Science

I now have a resume comparable to other software engineers, projects to show employers, and the 
knowledge to turn an idea into a reality. It led to many 6 figure offers right out of college. It's a tough 
program, but it's a game changer. If you want options when you're applying to jobs, I highly suggest 
you attend Horizons.

Looking back at my 12 weeks there, I realize that I’ve learned the most I’ve ever had and probably 
ever will in such a short period of time. For the first time in my 14 years of formal education, I 
wanted to learn. 

Steven Lin
NYU Stern 2018

Finance and Information Systems

I chose to apply for Horizons because I realized that, after two years of college, my classes alone 
were not doing enough to expose me to the tech industry and get a broad view of my options after 
college. 12 straight weeks of hands-on learning allowed me to gain the knowledge and skills a real 
software engineer needs, and working together on a project with a team and a real client gave me 
valuable work experience I could add to my resume.

Uriel Baez
University of Pennsylvania 2018

Computer Science 

Student Testimonials
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